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RIs challenges and opportunities in the pandemic era
Opportunities

Challenges in operation

Lock
down
Extended
smart
working

New safety
measurements

Visibility of science in society

Family
conciliation,
support to staff

Reduced DEV
activities
Light
Operation

Remote
control

See for example
AOBA 2nd Summit:
EU, AS, Am RIs

Collaboration
strengthening

https://www.cells.es/en/media/new
s/world-x-ray-science-facilities-arecontributing-to-overcoming-covid-19

Support to
users

Contribution to COVID-19
related research

Modified
Operation

Sample mail-in
Webinar on operation in preparation

Activation of
rapid access

Quick response
all around the
world

most LEAPS members and
other Ris in the world; see
www.lightsources.org

Experiments
being performed
also in light op.

at ALBA a pharma company was using one
BL in remote control with only 5 people in
the whole facility during the peak of the
pandemic

Webinar on COVID-19 research in preparation
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https://www.ceric-eric.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Working-practices-During-Pandemic.pdf

Not exhaustive list

COVID-19 related research at LEAPS
- Several initiatives of participation in
collaborations with research institutions
are being developed, some projects
funded
- Proteins have been resolved and are
being deposited in the Protein Data Base
(PDB) and first publications on SARSCoV-2 with the contribution of LEAPS
members are appearing
At BESSY II
Decoded the 3D architecture of the main
protease of SARS-CoV-2, involved in the
reproduction of the virus

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/368/6
489/409 (doi: 10.1126/science.abb3405)

AcceS-Ge CoViD-19
SOLEIL, INRAe and SANOFI to
develop potential targets for the
conception of new structure-based
drugs

The biotech company Molox GmbH
and HZB form a consortium of
regional research groups and BASF.
For identifying a starting point for
the development of a potential
active substance against
coronavirus

https://www.synchrotron-soleil.fr/
en/beamlines/proxima-1/acces-ge-covid-19

At Elettra
Studying how the virus is evolving revealing
that EU, North American and Asian strains
might coexist, each of them characterized
by a different mutation pattern.

https://doi.org/10.1186/s12967-020-02344-6).

At SLS
studying how the inhibition of papain-like
protease PLpro blocks SARS-CoV-2 spread
and promotion of anti-viral immunity

(DOI:10.21203/rs.3.rs-27134/v1)
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LEAPS and other RIs answering to the most urgent challenge:
Position Paper on COVID-19

https://www.lens-initiative.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/LENS-Declaration-Covid-19-1.pdf

Need of new developments for optimizing the capabilities of
user facilities during the next period (remote access, more
automatization, increase in scientific staff…)
Available experimental techniques at the service of the international community
https://leaps-initiative.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/LEAPS_fighting_COVID19_May2020.pdf
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RIs prepared for contributing to the reconstruction thanks to interdisciplinarity
Most Urgent
Vaccine & cures
Developing strategies for
coexisting with virus

… and then

shielding materials,
understanding the behavior
of the virus in different
environments, developing
affordable medical
equipment, expansion and
containment models

Contribute to social and economical
recovering
Elaborating transportation models and strategies for responding to
threats in other fields (economy, communication, networking,
contamination,….)
Challenges as those of the Green Deal are now even more significant
Clean transport, clean energy, control versus privacy, data sharing
and connection, existing diseases, viral threats, food and
alimentation need scientific answers

RIs play a great role in education and
innovation
RIs are an European asset for the
reconstruction during and after the crisis

The world is performing an unwanted but still
useful experiment on quantifying which is the
effect of human activity and mobility in the
environment.
Data collection and analysis must be used for
verifying models and prepare strategies
Ris are there to help not only with the Big Data
handling but with the analytical instruments

Water in Venice canals is more
transparent but CO2 emissions
have not significantly decreased

Rhizostoma pulmo in Venice canals

European Commission together with MS can play an
invaluable role in boosting RIs capacities with specific
5
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